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AN EXTENSION OF THE NAGUMO UNIQUENESS THEOREM

J. M. BOWNDS AND F. T. METCALF

Abstract. The classical Nagumo uniqueness theorem is a best

possible result in the sense that if the Nagumo constant is replaced

by a number greater than one then the result is false. This classical

result uses the continuity of the right-hand side,/(3C, y), of the first

order ordinary differential equation, and there is no explicit con-

nection shown between the constant and the continuity of /; the

observation that one makes is that the counterexample originally

given by Perron uses a discontinuity at the origin together with a

constant greater than one to obtain an initial-value problem with

many solutions.

This paper shows explicitly that the original theorem remains

true with Nagumo constant greater than one provided that / is

sufficiently small at the origin, this sufficiency being determined by

the actual value of the constant. Moreover, it is shown that the

Nagumo inequality need not be imposed on the entire right-hand

side of the equation; it suffices that only a certain factor satisfy a

weakened form of the inequality.

1. Introduction. Let R denote the reals, and let S = (x0, Xi)XR.

Throughout, it will be supposed that / is a real-valued function,

f:S—>R. Any further restrictions on / will be explicitly listed as

needed. Consider the initial-value problem

(i)   y'(x) =f(x, y(x)),        x E (x0, xi),

(I)
(ii) y(x0) = yB E R-

A function y\ [x0, xi) —>JR is a solution to (I) if y' exists everywhere

on (xo, xi) and satisfies (i), and yEC{ [x0, xi)}  and satisfies (ii).

The only question to be considered here is that of uniqueness for

(I), and, in particular, a theorem will be proved below which extends

the Nagumo uniqueness theorem [l] while illuminating a certain

connection between the original hypotheses.

2. The Nagumo theorem. Nagumo's original theorem states that if

fEC{ [xo, xi)XR} and satisfies

(1) (x - x0) | f(x, y2) - f(x, yi) \ S   \ y2 - Ji \,
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for xE(xo, Xi) and yi, y2ER, then (I) has at most one solution. An

example of Perron [2] shows that (1) cannot be replaced by

(2) (as - x0)\f(x, y2) - f(x, yi)\û(i + e)\y2-yi\,

if €>0.
Diaz and Walter [3], while retaining (1), removed the hypothesis

of continuity on/, and replaced it with the assumption that/ be con-

tinuous at (xo, yo). (See also another paper of Diaz [4].) Furthermore,

that paper provides an example to show the necessity of the existence

of

(3) lim f(x, y).
(x,y)->(x+,0v)

As a more general theorem below will show, it is possible to replace

(1) by the one-sided inequality

(4) (* - xQ)(f(x, y2) - f(x, yi)) á a(y2 - y,)

where a^0 is a constant, provided xE(xo, Xi), y2>yi, and the follow-

ing limit exists

(5) lim      (x — x0) l~af(x, y).
(z,!/)->(arJ-,!/0)

This one-sided theorem is, also, a clear generalization of the one-

dimensional case of the classical one-sided Nagumo theorem, see

Hartman [5, p. 35].

3. A more general theorem of the Nagumo type. The following

uniqueness theorem contains, as a special case, the above mentioned

theorem which utilizes (4) and (5). This theorem assumes a certain

factorization of/, which has been used to obtain another uniqueness

result [6].

Theorem. Suppose there exists a circular neighborhood N of (x0, yo)

of radius 5 > 0, and there exist fi, f2, f3 : Nr\S^>R3f=fif2 —f3 on Ni^S,
wherefi, f3EC\ Ni~\S} and dfi/dx exists, is nonnegative, and dominated

by an integrable function of y on NC\S. Further, suppose that on NC\S:

(i) fi(x, y) is strictly positive,

(ii) f3(x, y)/fi(x, y) is nondecreasing with respect to y,

(iii) 3a ïïO 3f2 satisfies (4) and

lim-   exists,
(*,*)-(*+,„„)    L(x - Xv)Ma--lS

where M = ma.x\fi(x, y)\ on NC\S.
Then there is at most one solution to (I).
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Remark. By considering explicit examples of nonuniqueness, it is

possible to see that assumptions (i), (ii), and (iii) cannot be omitted.

Also, it is clear that (5) is a special case of the limit appearing in (iii).

Proof of the Theorem. If ui, u2 are both solutions to (I), then

it is a trivial matter to show that

m(x) =   max   {ui(x), u2(x)\
*€tV*il

is also a solution.

Now,/i(x, y) is bounded away from zero on Nf^S; hence, by taking

a sufficiently small interval [x0, x0+5']çz [x0, x0-f-S], one may define

the continuous functions ZZ,: [xo, xo + 5']—*R by

i m(i)

H

(7)

+

/• m\x>

i(x) = [fi(x, y)]"1 dy
•'»«<■)

Ç x /My, m(y))     fs(y, Uj(y)) \

Jx„ \fi(y, m(y))     My, Ui(y)) )

Clearly, Ht(xo) =0, and, using (i) and (ii),

(8) Hi(x) =- 0    on (x„, x0 + 5'].

Further, there are sufficient conditions on /i and /3 to imply the

differentiability of Hi, and, in fact

rr'/ n ^- m'W + Mx, ™(x))      «•'(*) +fz(x,Ui(x))
(9) Hi(x) Ú

fi(x, m(x)) fi(x, Ui(x))

or, using the factorization for/, together with (4),

, a\m(x) — Ui(x)]
(io) n'i(x) ^ -!-^-— •

x — x0

Finally, using the bound Mon/i, together with (7),

MaHi(x)
(11) Hi (x) - —- g 0    on (x0, xo + 8'),        i = 1, 2.

Now, for 0<e<8', (11) implies that, on (x0+€, x0 + S'):

(12) —  i-Hi(x) exp \-Ma f     (s - Xo)"1 ds || ^ 0;

hence, the function to be differentiated in this expression isnonde-

creasing, which implies c*
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n^^ //,(*)       ^ Hj(x0 + e)
(13)-—- á-——    on [x0 + e, x0 + 5'J.

(x - x0)Ma tMa

If a = 0, (13) implies that //¿(x)^0 on (x0, x0 + 5'], which, together

with (8), implies that Hi(x)=0, that is, m(x)=ui(x)=u2(x). If

a>0, then 3tj 3 0<??<e and

Hi(x0 + e)       //,'(a;o + t?)
(14) 0 g - =- •

tMa ManMa-1

But, using the factorization of/, together with (10), one has

(15) H'i(x0 + v) 2s /2(xo + V, w(a-0 + r/)) — f2(x0 + n, Ui(x0 + v)),

and, since (iii) implies the existence of

/2(x0 + J?, M<(x0 + v))
(16) lim

,_0+ ^Ma-l

it follows that

Hi(x)                     Hi(x0 + e)
0g--^T=lim-= 0    on   x„, x„ + 5');

(x — Xo)Ma       *^o+        eMa

that is, Hi(x)=0, so that Mi(x)=w2(x) as before.
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